Infiltration Questions
Infiltration:
There is a dream in 1T 578 that has been a great concern to some. Some have been
disfellowshipped as a result of their views and teaching on this (in combination with other
quotes). I would like to know, did Sister White ever explain what this dream meant? Especially
the part where "one bore in his hand a cross, another a reed".
One can see a Jesuit infiltration here. They looked familiar (professed Adventism) but turned out
to be Catholic on a second look. The symbol of the cross is their sign.
Do you have any light on this?

Reply:
I hardly know how to answer you about the dream. EGW did not understand it herself. Prophets
write for the people of the future more than their own day and do not understand all, but the
information is laid up for the wise to discover in the future. It is this way with Daniel. As he
wrote "The wise will understand". I truly believe the meaning is as you stated.
I wonder why they are being disfellowshipped? Is it because they are acting in a militant way
regarding this information?
I want to be honest with you and yet I want you to act wisely--and not militantly. If God has
work for you to do within the structure--then wisdom is needed, BUT NEVER compromise!! If
you come to a place where your connection with the structure cannot be maintained without
compromise and going against what you truly believe from Bible & SOP, and you get thrown out
of the structure--then the Lord will guide and show you the work to do for Him in that position.
In all this terrible time of the end we live in, we must remember that we wrestle not against flesh
and blood but wicked spirits in high places. Satan is controlling most of the ruling powers of our
world. People are his slaves and so many are confused and deceived--and that includes in the
structure too. We need to seek to save all we can and bring them into the blessed light and the
safety of being under His wings.
We have to fight with light- putting forth pure truth from Bible and SOP, it does no good to
militantly curse the darkness and try to fight it; no good to make accusations. The only way to
fight darkness is with God's true light.
Because of many years of studying into this kind of thing, I myself believe with all my heart that
we are badly infiltrated--I am sure in my heart about this!! AND those in leadership who are not
J themselves have been TAUGHT by them and practice their teachings and standards. "The end
justifies the means" is the standard of these people. Hell's own teachings are among us.
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To me this infiltration is fact--how can it be otherwise??? The RCC knows that SDA are their
only real enemy in the churches. Satan knows-- and the Js were raised up to subvert and infiltrate
and destroy EVERY protestant church and all other religions as well. How could we be so blind
as to think somehow we were safe??? That is utter blindness--like a child in a tiger's cage with a
paper bag over his head.
When you get your DVDs you will get much info re- Js. BUT not much is said on the
infiltration of our structure--but it is a fact. When the gold medal was presented to the pope by
Beach in the 1970s, that was the signal to all who know these things that SDA was now under his
control. I'll give you some links and on the library CD-ROM I sent you is a section called Advent
issues or something like that- you need to read some of the info there- just for your own
knowledge.
But please hear me on this matter-- this infiltration is important to know, so you don't unwisely
put trust in leaders-or follow any man blindly-BUT it is not our message! All of us need to be
warning that the final judgment of the living is about to break upon us in the form of first
national, then world-wide Sunday Laws. We MUST have our character ready to meet our Lord.
We must exalt the Law of our God and show its sanctity and refuse to compromise. Sin MUST
be cut away from our lives, attitudes and temperaments subdued by the power of the indwelling
Christ. Appetite and passion must be under His control. The 144,000 are holy, harmless and
undefiled. Their character is that of the Lamb. Study the life of Jesus and see how He dealt with
the Romans of His day. The high priest was placed on the throne by Rome in that day-- Jesus
knew it--He told the people to follow what the priests taught from the scriptures, but not to
follow what they did!!
Study to show yourself approved. Learn from Prophecy, scripture and SOP, preach the truth and
live it. Get your people to do likewise. Stand firmly for truth when it is being cast aside in the
church BUT do this humbly and never militantly! Tell your people that if humbly and sweetly
standing for truth gets them disfellowshipped, not to worry--but we are not to be unwise and
arrogant. Infiltration is just another fact of our time--and shows the end is very near. BUT we
must look up and not down to the darkness. Be a fountain of light and don't bother yourself to
hold up the darkness or focus your attention on it. God wants to cure us of looking to men and
following men--we must each look to Him and learn of Him from Him!
Jesus taught God's truth, never did he give a sermon exposing the roman's wicked ways-- He did
at one point have to expose the wicked church leader's actions and sometime we have to do this,
but only when we are sure from much prayer and the Holy Spirit that it has to be. The best thing
is to go about doing good as you learn from SOP and Scripture and ignore any who try to stop or
harass you. If we walk as Christ walked, in humbleness and closeness to God--He will fight the
battles--all we have to do is stand.
As Nehemiah, once he started working on building up the walls, would not allow ANYTHING
to turn him from that work--so we must build up the walls -- restoring the breach in God's Holy
Law and not let anything turn us aside. Not all the devil's hosts nor all the Js can stop us if we are
truly walking in the way of the Lord. Make only the Lord your guide and let the infiltrators do
whatever--just walk away from them and serve the Lord--HE will deal with them soon enough. If
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we look too much at them--we will reflect their hellish character--look to Jesus--HE is our only
hope and each of us HAS to deal with Him individually--we are not saved in groups--being part
of SDA structure has nothing to do with your salvation--one way or another. Standing on the
platform of Advent truth is where the safety is--and there we must stand, having studied and
learned that truth for ourselves from Bible & SOP and those who teach from these sources
ONLY, THAT has everything to do with our salvation.
Here we stand! We can do no other! May God have mercy on His faithful ones!!
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